. Figure 1 shows the variant approach to CAPP.
. It consists of the determination of processes and parameters required to convert a block into a finished partlproduct [2] . The process planning activities includes interpretation of design data, selection, and sequencing of operations to manufacture the partlproduct, selection of machine and cutting tools, determination of cutting parameters, choice of jigs and fixtures, and the calculation of the machining times and costs [1, 3] .
There are two basic approaches to CAPP: variant and generative [4] . From these two basic approaches, the variant approach continues to be used by some manufacturing companies. Nowadays, the trend is toward a generative approach t1, 51.
.Variant approach
Also called as retrieval approach, it uses a group technology (GT) code to select a generic process plan from the existing master process plans developed for each part family and the edits to suit the requirements of the part [6] . The variant approach is commonly implemented with GT coding system. Here, the parts are segmented into groups based on similarity, and each group has a master plan. The advantages of this approach is the ease of maintenance, but the lack of an on-time calculation of manufacturing process and quality of the process plan still depend on the knowledge of a process planner and it still requires manual inputs for the establishment of the mass data into manufacturing processes [3] . Figure 1 shows the variant approach to CAPP. 3 
CAPP survey
The importance of CAPP in a manufacturing facility cannot be underestimated. One of the reasons for this is that it provides a link between design and manufacturing and reduces the time and cost and improves the quality [7] . The 
Past survey
The idea of developing a process plan using computers was presented by Niebel [8] process decision knowledge, and decision procedure control knowledge [31] . Grabowik [81] . In this (l) STEP-compliant, and (7) functional block approach, the authors had proposed a method which com- addressed the DPP problem in the e-manufacturing environment based on multi agent system [106] . In year 2010, an agent-based approach was proposed by [107] . In this approach, two functions were carried out simultaneously for the integration of process plan and scheduling. [110] .
In this system, the information about features was manip- 
